Threatening Letter - Appendix D

28 Apr 2020

Definitions:
NAC: North American Coal / Coteau
PSC: ND Public Service Commission
Eisenbeis: Clyde Eisenbeis
Farmland: T146N R88W
S34 NW1/4
(north of Beulah, ND)




    


These written
agreement contain
this statement: "...
agrees to fully
indemnify and hold
harmless Coteau
against any and all
claims, losses,
expenses, actions,
causes of action and
liability of whatsoever
kind or nature arising
from the use or
existence of said
approach and
diversion."
This contradicts
the topsoil on the
Farmland, the
PSC photos, and
the PSC reports.

Eisenbeis views
this as a threat.
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This is the first time NAC acknowledged receiving the Eisenbeis written

authorization
for installing the approach to the Farmland. Prior to this,


NAC claimed they did not receive the Eisenbeis written authorization.

 
 
Eisenbeis did respond. On 15 Sep 2017,
   !
Eisenbeis sent an email to PSC staff and to

 "##$%%&' NAC staff: Sarah J Flath, Brad Erickson, and

Christopher Friez . That email included, "I have

() *+,- .$ #,( /# provided North American Coal with the written

0#!.) /1
authorization to install the approach at the

2 # #,#
location shown to me ... see attachment. What

else
is needed?". NAC did not respond.
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NDCC and NDAC makes this a "North Dakota law" matter which makes this a "PSC
matter". A good example is mining coal. Before NAC puts a shovel into the ground
to extract coal, NAC must obtain a permit and follow North Dakota law.
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